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New Jobs Developed
Sunshine Door

Old Navy
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Upon hearing about the Rotary Employment Partnership during a
Rotary meeting, Rotarian Dan Murdoch inquired about hiring for
a warehouse assistant position at his business, Sunshine Door in
Red Deer. Shortly after, Lucas was hired to join the team at
Sunshine Door. Lucas' tasks include assisting with wrapping and
securing the finished doors for shipment along with unloading
shipments, building and breaking down pallets, and general shop
clean up. Manager, Shauna Rausch says “Lucas has been a great
addition to the team here at Sunshine Door. He is a pleasant
young man and works hard”. Lucas says he enjoys working with
the team in the shop and is looking forward to “putting in the
time and hard work to achieve good things in his workplace.”  

Old Navy recently hired at their new store in Lloydminster. This
connection was made through a successful partnership established

at Old Navy in Edmonton. Kelsey’s role as a Sales Associate gives her
the opportunity to work in the fitting rooms, put out new stock, and

focus on customer service. She is excelling in her role and is
currently being trained to work on checkout at the till. Jennifer

Avelino, Assistant Manager Customer Operations shares “Kelsey is a
quick learner and caught on quickly during her first day of training.

On her first day, she was assigned to the fitting rooms, and she did a
great job learning the role and responsibilities of maintaining the

fitting rooms. Kelsey was also trained as a cashier and has done well,
which is a great asset on busy days at the store.”



“Like/Follow” your District Facebook
Page for regular updates from the
Rotary Employment Partnership.

Shoppers Drug Mart

ATCO

New Jobs Developed Continued

Shoppers Drug Mart is a long-term partner across the
province and have hired at three new locations over the
past few months in Edmonton. In November, Amira
began her role as a merchandiser at Shoppers Drug Mart
at Jasper Gates Mall. Some of her responsibilities include
stocking and facing products, removing and reapplying
new sale tags for the weekly flyer, and engaging in
enthusiastic customer service. The assistant managers,
Ryan and Lacey, shared that Amira is an excellent
addition to the team, a fast learner, and makes fewer
mistakes than employees typically do in their first few
weeks! Amira is happy to be working at Shoppers and is a
valued team member. 

Kyla began work in the Supply Chain Department of ATCO in January of 2023, working with the
Projects and Construction team and collaborating with the engineers from the Electricity
department. Kyla is responsible for collaborating with the engineers to place parts orders for
various electricity projects, ensuring invoices to contractors are approved and paid, and various
contract administration tasks. Kyla was welcomed quickly into the team and has helped her team
immensely with the day-to-day tasks that can pile up quickly in such a large company.
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Job Seeker Profile 

Chelsey is a job seeker in Calgary currently looking for part-time or full-time work. She is a kind,
friendly, and dependable individual who brings many skills to the table that would benefit a variety

of workplaces. She is dedicated and well-organized, studied at Bow Valley College, and has
numerous years of experience as an office assistant at MCAP, Canada’s largest mortgage finance

company. She would enjoy working in this kind of environment again. She is able to work
independently and as part of a team. Chelsey has many interests outside of office work, including

reading, animals, baking, and making coffee; she is open and excited to try a variety of
opportunities.
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